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Special Issue on Recent Technologies and Applications
of Artificial Intelligence
This special issue on Recent Technologies and Applications of Artificial Intelligence addresses the new techniques and innovative applications of artificial intelligence (AI). The special issue includes the extended version of selected papers accepted to the 25th International Conference on Technologies and Applications of Artificial Intelligence (TAAI2020). TAAI2020 was sponsored mainly by the Taiwanese Association for Artificial Intelligence (TAAI) and
hosted by the National Central University, Taoyuan City, Taiwan. All papers in
this special issue went through additional reviews from at least three reviewers.
Seven papers were accepted for publication in this special issue among all
submissions. Here includes a brief introduction of these papers.
The paper “Monaural Instrument Sound Segregation by Stacked Recurrent Neural Network” presents a deep learning approach for extracting
sounds of a target musical instrument from a mixture of instrumental sounds.
The proposed approach uses the gated recurrent units in multiple recurrent
neural networks to capture the temporal dynamics of instrumental sounds. The
experiments show excellent results from a musical dataset collected from real
instrumental music.
The paper “VAE+NN: Interpolation Composition by Direct Estimation of
Encoded Vectors Against Linear Sampling of Latent Space” proposes a machine learning method to interpolate music segments using their previous and
future soundtracks. The proposed method adds a fully connected network to
a classic VAE encoder to learn a hidden encoding of the interpolation from
VAE latten space. This fully connected network helps generate interpolation
between two soundtracks with smooth changes of sound pitches and dynamics. The paper also presents the Hsinchu Interpolation MIDI Datasets, the
first open dataset for music interpolation.
The paper “Exploring the Effect of Social Networking Service on Homestay Intention in Vietnam by GM(1, N) and Multiple Regression Analysis” presents an approach to investigate the influence of social network applications
on homestay travel intentions in Vietnam. The proposed approach uses grey
modeling and multiple regression analysis to study survey data from 220 individuals. The findings show interesting results about how various social network

functions (e.g., photo and video sharing) rank towards people’s home- stay
travel intention.
The paper “Hybrid Embedding of Multi-Behavior Network and Product-Content Knowledge Graph for Tourism Product Recommendation” presents a two-stage framework of a hybrid recommendation system for tourism
product recommendation. The proposed framework simultaneously extracts
knowledge from a user’s browsing and ordering behaviors and generates
knowledge graphs containing product information from metadata and text.
The experiment shows that the proposed approach outperformed several
state-of-the-art recommendation systems.
The paper “Question Generation for Reading Comprehension Test Complying with Types of Question” presents a method to generate reading comprehension questions, similar to the question types in language tests. The proposed approach can differentiate two unique types of questions used in language tests and uses separate models, based on the Transformer and
seq2seq, to generate questions for each type. The experiment shows that the
proposed method can effectively generate reading comprehension questions.
The paper “Improving Mini-Shogi Engine Using Self-play and Possibility of
White’s Advantage” proposes an approach of learning evaluation via selfplay applied to Mini-Shogi. The proposed method and the resulting system
won many competitions in 2020.
The paper “Lyrics Retrieval for Tourist Attractions Based on Shared WordEmbedding Vectors” presents a lyrics retrieval method for music recommendation at tourist attractions. The proposed method uses word embedding and
information retrieval technologies to process lyrics corpus and tourist attraction reviews for making the recommendation. The experiment shows that participants show positive reactions to the recommended songs' lyrics.
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